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ABSTRACT 

     Conflict is inevitable in this changing society, particularly between individuals, groups, 

and organization. Conflicts can be controlled through a procedure, style, and correct abilities, 

which is known as conflict management. Hence, the purpose of this study is to determine the 

relationship between conflict management styles (compromising style, competing style, 

avoiding style, accommodating style, collaborating style) and employee performance. This 

study was designed as quantitative research and correlational research design was applied to 

collect data. The sample size of this research is targeted on the employees in a selected 

organization in Sibu, Sarawak. A total of 44 questionnaires were distributed randomly to the 

target population and the questionnaires were collected after two weeks. The data collected 

were then analysed by using IBM Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 22. 

Pearson Correlation was used in this research to test the research hypotheses. The findings of 

this research revealed there is a significant relationship between accommodating style and 

collaborating style with employee performance. From the findings, the expansion for the 

scope of research was recommended in order to have a deeper understanding about the 

relationship between conflict management styles and employee performance. Besides that, it 

is recommended to include other factors that will affect employee performance in future 

research. The research concluded that different conflict management styles may show 

different types of relationship with employee performance, thus different situation may need 

different conflict management styles to deal with it. 
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ABSTRAK 

     Konflik tidak dapat dielakkan dalam perubahan masyarakat ini, terutama antara individu, 

kumpulan, dan organisasi. Konflik dapat dikendalikan melalui prosedur, gaya, dan 

kemampuan yang betul, yang dikenal sebagai pengurusan konflik. Oleh itu, tujuan kajian ini 

adalah untuk menentukan hubungan antara gaya pengurusan konflik (gaya berkompromi, 

gaya bersaing, gaya menghindari, gaya akomodatif, gaya berkolaborasi) dan prestasi pekerja. 

Kajian ini dirancang sebagai kajian kuantitatif dan reka bentuk kajian korelasi diterapkan 

untuk mengumpulkan data. Saiz sampel penyelidikan ini disasarkan kepada pekerja di 

organisasi terpilih di Sibu, Sarawak. Sebanyak 44 borang soal selidik diedarkan secara rawak 

kepada populasi sasaran dan soal selidik dikumpulkan setelah dua minggu. Data yang 

dikumpulkan kemudian dianalisis dengan menggunakan IBM Statistical Package for Social 

Science (SPSS) versi 22. Pearson Correlation digunakan dalam penyelidikan ini untuk 

menguji hipotesis kajian. Hasil kajian ini menunjukkan bahawa terdapat hubungan yang 

signifikan antara gaya akomodatif dan gaya berkolaborasi dengan prestasi pekerja. Dari hasil 

temuan, pengembangan untuk lingkup penyelidikan dianjurkan untuk memiliki pemahaman 

yang lebih mendalam tentang hubungan antara gaya pengurusan konflik dan prestasi pekerja. 

Selain itu, disarankan untuk memasukkan faktor-faktor lain yang akan mempengaruhi 

prestasi pekerja dalam penyelidikan masa depan. Penyelidikan menyimpulkan bahawa gaya 

pengurusan konflik yang berbeza mungkin menunjukkan pelbagai jenis hubungan dengan 

prestasi pekerja, oleh itu situasi yang berbeza mungkin memerlukan gaya pengurusan konflik 

yang berbeza untuk menghadapinya. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Conflict is inevitable among humans as long as they work in the same organization or live 

in the same society. This is because everyone has different backgrounds and attitude. Conflict 

is a situation in which people, group or communities are involved in a serious disagreement 

or argument. It can be expressed in several ways including insults, non-cooperation, anger 

and bullying. Nowadays, more people realize the importance of conflict in the organization. 

A recent survey showed that managers spend a lot of time dealing with conflicts, and conflict 

management is becoming increasingly important for its effectiveness.  

According to Thompson (1998), conflict is the perception of differences of interests 

among people. In any organization, there is bound to exist conflict. However, each party has 

its own interest, aspiration, and temperaments. Various researchers have described two types 

of conflict, which are constructive conflicts and destructive conflicts. Constructive conflicts 

bring positive impact, while destructive conflicts bring negative impact. Hence, conflict is 

functional because sometimes it improves the quality of decision-making, stimulate creativity 

and innovation, provide a way to express grievances, release tension and encourages self-

evaluation and change. The premise to get these good results is to manage the conflict well. If 

not, it can cause negative emotions, such as turnover, termination, work disruptions, 

decreased productivity, and project failure. Obisi (1996) argues that despite this fact peace 

forms one of the fundamental factors for enhanced productivity with resultant benefits to both 

the labour and management as well as for the economic development of the country. 

Therefore, conflict should be considered as an inevitable and desirable factor in the 

workplace.  

Conflict can be viewed as a situation of competition in which the parties realize that the 

potential future position is incomparable. In this case, the parties want to take a position that 

is incompatible with the wishes of the other party. Conflict may be caused by employees 

seeking maximum profit while employee representatives are not present to ensure the 

continuous improvement of their members’ living conditions. Failure to honor the agreed 

items on collective bargaining may also lead to conflict. Damachi (1999) emphasises that if 
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those workers’ rights and employee prerogative are trampled upon, could also cause conflict. 

This includes wages, conditions of service, and fringe benefits. 

When there are many conflicts, employee performance will be affected. Conflicts 

generally affect employees’ creativity, innovation, efficiency, effectiveness, attitude, and so 

on. It is easier to deal with few conflicts than many conflicts which can be bad in long run 

because conflicts bring positive and negative effects and impact in organization performance 

(Iravo, 2011). Kinnander (2011) also mentioned about managers and administrators must 

adopt different conflict management styles which have advantages to them. In order to know 

which conflict management style suits the conflict best, management should be able to apply 

the right skills to manage conflict in the organization. Rahim (2002) mentioned about five 

different types of conflict management styles, including compromising, competing, avoiding, 

accommodating, and collaborating.   

According to Maseleno et al. (2018), employee performance is the overall result or 

achievement level of an employee completing tasks within a certain period of time compared 

to other things, such as work stadards, goals or criteria determined in advance and mutually 

agreed upon. Employee performance is a key factor for the success of an organization. 

Therefore, the management through its human resource department should ensure the policies 

and procedures used in evaluation process have a positive impact on employees and motivate 

them to work effectively (Dobre, 2013).  The performance is evaluated by using several 

ways, such as 360 degree feedback, behavioural checklist, management by objective, self-

assessments and graphic rating scales. This measure is done to find out the weak and strong 

areas of each employees so that work productivity and efficiency will improve. 

Therefore, in this particular study, the researcher would like to study on the relationship 

between the conflict management styles and employee performance. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Conflicts arise in the organization when an individual realized that their goals are 

threatened or hindered by the activities of others. Conflict brings a lot of negative effects on 

workplace, such as work disruptions, absenteeism, project failure, decreased productivity, 

turnover and termination. Most of the employees do not know how to manage their conflict in 

correct way or apply the most suitable conflict management style to solve the conflict. This 
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will lead to the negative effects mentioned before and brings huge impact towards 

organization. Employees cannot be committed to the organization whenever conflict exists 

(Nair, 2008). Conflicts between employees may reduce mutual understanding and lead to 

poor motivation. This hinder the performance of employees to complete their tasks and 

results in low profit to organization. This will result in negative impact on group members’ 

commitment to the organization and affect the performance of organization. Therefore, this 

research is to determine the reconflicts must be managed effectively to improve employee 

performance on the organization.  

Otobo (1987) examines the results of industrial conflicts from the psychological, political, 

and economic levels in his work on the impact of strikes and lockouts. Overall, all parties 

involved in industrial actions is affected. The need to effectively manage conflicts cannot be 

over-emphasized to alleviate the problems arising from conflicts and assist organizations in 

the struggle to achieve company goals. 

Conflict management styles have many ways to suppress conflicts permanently or 

temporarily, According to the research of George, Omweri and Miroga (2013), collaborating 

and accommodating styles can improve employee performance. Mukhtar (2013) mentioned 

that management and administrators should be able to identify conflicts and take conflict 

management as an essential part. It helps management and administrators to understand the 

positive and negative effects of conflicts on the organization and employee performance in 

the long run so that they can find a way to manage conflicts, apply conflict management 

styles and follow the right steps. It is crucial for management to adopt different conflict 

management styles, apply them properly, and inspire employees to perform continuously 

according to the standards of the organization. Hence, this study aims to understand the 

relationship between conflict management styles and employee performance by determining 

the impact of conflict management styles in organization and how it affects the performance 

of employees in organization.  

The gap of this study is to collect more information and find out the best conflict 

management styles that is more suitable for the organization. As Muhammad Asyraf and 

Hazril (2014) mentioned that more research is needed for a broader and deeper understanding 

in this area. Therefore, it is important to deal with conflicts quickly and effectively before 

conflict escalate, as they will eventually cause tensions. This situation can be done through 
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conducting enough research to obtain sufficient information, involvement of participant, and 

solutions to the conflict. 

 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The general objective of this research paper is to understand the effect of conflict 

management styles on employee performance. 

The specific objectives are: 

(i) To determine the relationship between compromising style and employee 

performance 

(ii) To determine the relationship between competing style and employee 

performance 

(iii) To determine the relationship between avoiding style and employee performance 

(iv) To determine the relationship between accommodating style and employee 

performance 

(v) To determine the relationship between collaborating style and employee 

performance 

 

1.4 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

H01: There is no significant relationship between compromising style and employee 

performance  

H02: There is no significant relationship between competing style and employee 

performance 

H03: There is no significant relationship between avoiding style and employee 

performance 

H04: There is no significant relationship between accommodating style and employee 

performance 

H05: There is no significant relationship between collaborating style and employee 

performance 
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1.5 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

   Independent Variables        Dependent Variable  

 

Figure 1.1 Conceptual Framework 

Retrieved from Francis (2018) 

  

 Figure 1.1 shows the proposed conceptual framework of this study. This study aims to 

determine the relationship between conflict management styles and employee 

performance. Based on past research, employees should have openness and guide their 

resources to achieve the goals desired by organization (Auon, Mubarak, & Hasnan, 2020).  

Walden News (2017) mentioned about Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument (TKI) 

used by HR professionals around the world shows that there are five major conflict 

management styles, which include compromising style, competing style, avoiding style, 

accommodating style, and collaborating style. It will lead to an improved working 

environment by understanding each conflict management styles to help control conflict 

and the employee performance will be affected for sure. The research from Mohd. Abu 

and Gomes (2018) also mentioned about there are significant relationship between 

conflict management styles and employee performance as it sure brings good change to 

the organization. 

 

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The study of conflict management can be a learning paradigm in the private sector to 

enhance the employee performance as well. The project’s goal is designed to help 

organization to understand the impact of conflict management on employee performance. 

Through this study, organization will get several methods to resolve conflict and appraise the 

impact of conflict management on employee performance. 

  

Conflict management styles:

- Compromising style

- Competing style

- Avoiding style

- Accommodating style

- Collaborating style

Employee performance
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1.6.1 SIGNIFICANCE TO ORGANIZATION 

     The purpose of this research is to understand the relationship between conflict 

management and employee performance in private sector. This research determine how 

conflict management affects employee performance, employee commitment, and employee 

interest in the job. 

 

1.6.2 SIGNIFICANCE TO BODY OF LITERATURE 

     This research is to determine the significance of conflict management towards employee 

performance. This research may be used for further researches or related findings. 

 

1.6.3 SIGNIFICANCE TO RELATED INDUSTRY  

This research can be helpful in either public or private sectors. By knowing the 

significance of conflict management towards employee performance, the sectors may focus 

on employees’ conflict management. 

 

1.7 LIMITATION OF STUDY 

The findings from this research are not a generalisation of the experiences of other 

organizations in Sibu, Sarawak as this research just focus on one organization. Different 

organization may face different conflicts which may not be investigated in this research. 

Besides that, this research focus on relationship between conflict management styles and 

employee performance, but other factors may also affect the employee performance. 

Moreover, this research just using questionnaire as data collection method. 

 

1.8 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

In this study, conflict management defined as process of limiting negative impact of 

conflict while increasing positive impact of conflict. Specifically, it covers on the five basic 

conflict management styles in this study, which are compromising style, competing style, 

avoiding style, accommodating style, and collaborating style. 
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Compromising style is defined as bargaining for gains and losses to each party. 

Competing style is defined as forcing a solution to impose one’s will on the other party. 

Avoiding style is defined as denying the existence of conflict and hiding one’s true feelings. 

Accommodating style is defined as playing down the conflict and seeking harmony among 

parties. Collaborating style is defined as searching for a solution that meets each other’s 

needs. The instrument used to access the preferences of employee for the five conflict 

management styles is Conflict Management Styles Questionnaire (CMSQ) which created by 

Zorn.   

Employee performance is defined as how an employee fulfils their job duties and 

executes their required tasks. In this study, performance refer to the effectiveness, efficiency, 

and quality of their output that shows how valuable they are in an organization. Employee 

performance was determined by using Individual Work Performance Questionnaire (IWPQ) 

which developed by Koopmans et al. 

 

1.9 SUMMARY 

This chapter discussed background of study, problem statement, research objective, 

research hypotheses, and conceptual framework. Besides that, significance of study was 

discussed in this chapter, especially the significance of this study to organization, body of 

literature, and related industry. Finally, definition of terms is included in this chapter to 

define some relevant terms. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the discussion on variables of the study, related theories, and 

the past similar findings of this study in detail. Discussion on variables of the study discuss 

about the dependent variable (employee performance) and independent variables (conflict 

management styles) and related theories. Discussion on past similar findings discuss about 

similar findings of this study that have been conducted before. 

 

2.2 DISCUSSION ON VARIABLES OF THE STUDY 

2.2.1 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT STYLES 

 The impact of conflict often affects the performance of the organization and the 

employees. Every employee tends to have their own styles in how to resolve the conflicts 

they face. When conflicts are managed well, employee performance is encouraged, while 

unresolved conflicts can bring negative effects and more problems. 

 

2.2.1.1 COMPROMISING STYLE  

 Compromising style is one of the conflict management styles that aims to find a 

middle ground between the parties. It helps to find a convenient and mutually acceptable 

solution that can partially meet the requirements of both parties to the conflict while 

maintaining some decisiveness and cooperation. It also known as “lose-lose” method as it 

requires both sides to make some significant sacrifices (“Conflict management”, 2020).  

This style is appropriate when time is a concern as it produces temporary solutions 

and used as a backup when competing or collaborating style are failed in resolving the 

conflict, but it rarely solves the underlying problem completely although this style can 

promote short-term productivity.  
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2.2.1.2 COMPETING STYLE 

 Competing style takes a firm stance about own position and do not mind about other 

parties’ perspectives (Amaresan, 2020). Competing style relies on the ability to express own 

views, stand firm of own views, and use own position power.  

It is appropriate to use when a person need to make a quick decision, make unpopular 

decisions, deal with serious issues, or when protection is needed where non-competition 

behaviour is available. Although this style may yield results quickly, it may also lead to lack 

of feedback, reduced learning, low empowerment, and finally the morale and productivity of 

the team will be affected. This style may affect the relationship between the parties involved 

and may trigger another conflict (Shaheryar, 2016). Therefore, this style is an ineffective 

conflict management style. 

 

2.2.1.3 AVOIDING STYLE  

 Avoiding style from a conflict evades the conflict completely. It does not require any 

courage or consideration for other party. People essentially pretend the conflict is never 

happened or does not exist to avoid the conflict. This style is low assertiveness, low 

cooperativeness, and different from other conflict management styles.  

Avoiding conflict is not a bad idea in some cases as disputes may dissipate or be 

resolved in time. In other hand, since there is no action is conducted to solve the problem, so 

the problem that do not resolved may arise again in future and creating more problems in the 

organization. This style is appropriate when the conflict seems trivial, more time required for 

thinking solution, high controversies situation, or lack of power to handle the situation. 

 

2.2.1.4 ACCOMMODATING STYLE  

 Accommodating style focus on the concern of others more than own concern through 

satisfy their needs and put aside own interests. It is appropriate for situations where people do 

not care so much about the issue like others if prolonging the conflict is not worth the time at 

all or if people think that they might be wrong. This style is low assertiveness and high 

cooperativeness that is applied normally when one of the parties is willing to give up and 

support for others.  
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Eilerman (2006) mentioned about accommodating style is viewed as “peacekeeper” 

because it is more focus on preserving relationships than achieving goal. This style is 

appropriate to use when employee want to show about their rational, develop performance, 

build good will, and keep peace. This style may lead to high employee performance as it 

maintains a harmonious relationship between management and employees especially when 

the style is beneficial and effective. In other hand, overuse of this style results in getting less 

attention to ideas, limited influence to others, and anarchy. 

 

2.2.1.5 COLLABORATING STYLE  

 Collaborating style is when the parties involved are satisfied. It is highly confident 

and highly cooperative as the goal of collaborating style is to find a “win-win” solution. 

According to Quain (2019), collaborating style focus on finding a compromise solution to 

satisfy all parties involved by fulfilling their needs even if it is not what they want exactly 

because the purpose of collaborating style is to allow all parties to express their views freely. 

This style is appropriate to use when integrating solutions, merging ideas, learning, gaining 

commitment from others, and strengthening relationships. 

 

2.2.2 EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE 

 Employee performance is referring to the effectiveness, quality, and efficiency of the 

output from an employee on their job duties and how they execute the required tasks (Ciner, 

2019). Employee performance will affect team and organizational performance. Employee 

performance helps to evaluate the value of employees to the organization. The return 

provided by each employee must be substantial as each employee is a serious investment for 

a company. Donohoe (2019) said that if employees are unable to keep up with work or 

perform substandard work, other workers may need to redo the work thus increase the 

workload.  

According to Ojo and Abolade (2014), organization’s conflict management system 

affects the performance of employee in the organization, so effective conflict management 

will enhance the performance of employee in the organization. Evaluation about the quality 

of work and efficiency of employees is also significant as it helps to prevent expensive 
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mistakes, get the job done in time, and save time, materials, and effort. There are several 

employee performance evaluation methods, such as management by objectives, 360-degree 

feedback, scale and ranking methods, and employee self-evaluation. This study will focus on 

scale and ranking methods to evaluate the performance of employees.  

 

2.3 RELATED THEORY 

 

Figure 2.1 Related Theory 

Retrieved from Rahim & Bonoma (1979) 

  

 Figure 2.1 shows the related theory of this study, Rahim’s meta-model, also known as 

dual concern model.  Rahim created a meta-model for the five conflict styles rather than 

creating a very specific model of conflict management (Joseph, 2016). This meta-model is 

created based on two dimensions, which are assertiveness and cooperativeness. Assertiveness 

dimension focuses on satisfying individual own needs and interest while cooperativeness 

dimension focuses on satisfying the needs and interests of other party. As different conflict 

management styles will affect employee performance, top management should able to 

identify conflicts and establish how employees deals with the conflicts. A work environment 

that leads to employee commitment and motivation is based on trust, respect, and free from 

conflicts, thus leads to high performance (Iravo, 2011). 






